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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the hemodynamic effects of renal vein inflow and filter position on unoccluded and partially occluded IVC filters using three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics.

Materials and Methods:
Three-dimensional models of the TrapEase and Gunther Celect IVC filters, spherical thrombi, and an IVC with renal veins were constructed. Hemodynamics of steady-state flow was examined for unoccluded and partially occluded TrapEase and Gunther Celect IVC filters in varying proximity to the renal veins.

Results:
Flow past the unoccluded filters demonstrated minimal disruption. Natural regions of stagnant/recirculating flow in the IVC are observed superior to the bilateral renal vein inflows, and high flow velocities and elevated shear stresses are observed in the vicinity of renal inflow. Spherical thrombi induce stagnant and/or recirculating flow downstream of the thrombus. Placement of the TrapEase filter in the suprarenal vein position resulted in a large area of low shear stress/stagnant flow within the filter just downstream of thrombus trapped in the upstream trapping position.

Conclusions:
Filter position with respect to renal vein inflow influences the hemodynamics of filter trapping. Placement of the TrapEase filter in a suprarenal location may be thrombogenic with redundant areas of stagnant/recirculating flow and low shear stress along the caval
wall due to the upstream trapping position and the naturally occurring region of stagnant flow from the renal veins. Infrarenal vein placement of IVC filters in a near juxtarenal position with the downstream cone near the renal vein inflow likely confers increased levels of mechanical lysis of trapped thrombi due to increased shear stress from renal vein inflow.

INTRODUCTION

Inferior vena cava (IVC) filters have played an integral role in the prevention of pulmonary embolism from deep venous thrombosis for over 30 years. Over 100,000 filters are placed annually in the US alone (1). Despite this extensive utilization of filters, very little is understood about the ideal position for an IVC filter. Currently, IVC filter manufacturers have received approval for filter placement only in the infrarenal IVC, though off-label use in the suprarenal IVC with particular clinical scenarios (e.g., thrombus in the gonadal or renal veins, thrombus within the IVC at or near the level of the renal veins, anatomic variation in IVC and renal vein, and intrinsic or extrinsic IVC narrowing) is well-documented (2).

An ideal IVC filter traps significant thrombus without significantly increasing the risk of thrombosis from either inducing a prothrombotic state or from trapping emboli. Most endovascular interventionalists advocate filter placement in an infrarenal position,
thereby decreasing the risk of renal vein thrombosis from potential filter occlusion. The “infrarenal” portion of the IVC is a vague term that includes the entire length of the IVC from the renal veins caudally to the IVC bifurcation into the common iliac veins. With respect to renal vein inflow, where is the precise, ideal position to deploy an IVC filter? Does such a location exist?

The Society of Interventional Radiology Foundation consensus panel on the development of research agenda for IVC filters recently published a list of basic science research priorities which includes “computerized flow dynamic studies of multiple filters.” (3). Both in vitro bench experiments and computational flow modeling of several types of filters have been reported (4-7). However, no prior study has incorporated renal vein inflow. Building on the work of Singer et al., which evaluated the TrapEase IVC filter in a computational flow model and corroborated results with bench experiments (6), this study models the TrapEase (Cordis, Miami Lakes, FL) and Gunther Celect filters (Cook, Bloomington, IN) with and without nonocclusive thrombus in an IVC model that incorporates anatomically correct renal vein inflows. Computer simulations were run with the filters in varying proximity to the renal veins to determine whether an ideal position with regard to renal vein inflow and filter flow dynamics exists.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three-dimensional computer models of the IVC with renal veins, Gunther Celect filter, TrapEase filter, and simulated thrombi were constructed to study flow dynamics with the
filters in various positions. Hemodynamics in and around unoccluded and partially occluded filters was examined using three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics.

ICV and Renal Vein model:
As previously described by Singer et al. (6), the IVC was modeled as a rigid, straight pipe with a diameter of 23 mm, per the average IVC diameter described by Kaufman et al. (8). Renal veins were also modeled as straight rigid pipes.

The diameters and entry angles of the renal veins into the IVC were calculated from abdominal CT scans of 24 patients (12 males, 12 females; average age 55, age range 16-89) with no known renal disease or variant renal venous anatomy. Renal veins diameters were measured from IV contrast enhanced 2.5 mm slice thickness axial CT images (GE Lightspeed 16; Milwaukee, WI) near the confluence with the IVC. Renal vein entry angles were measured using PACS software (Stentor I-site, ver 3.3.1, Philips, The Netherlands) from IV contrast enhanced 5 mm slice thickness coronal CT images reformatted from the axial source images. Coronal reformatted images were also used to identify which renal vein was more caudal in location, and the cranio-caudal distance between the right and left renal veins was recorded. Average bilateral renal vein diameters (right = 10.5 mm +/- 2.0 mm, left = 8.8 mm +/- 1.8 mm), bilateral renal vein entry angles (right= 62.0 degrees +/- 26.8 degrees, left = 60.7 degrees +/- 11.1 degrees), and cranial caudal distance between the renal vein entry levels (6.8 mm +/- 7.5mm) were used to construct the model of the IVC and renal veins. The right renal vein was more caudal than the left in a majority of the patients (right more caudal n=10, left more caudal n=3, approximately same level n= 11). Therefore, the model was constructed with the right renal vein entry 10mm more caudal than the left.

Patient anatomic information utilized from the CT scans was given exemption status after meeting our Institutional Review Board and federal regulatory criteria for exemption.

TrapEase and Gunther Celect Filter models:
Construction of the TrapEase model was described in (6). The computer model of the Gunther Celect filter was similarly constructed using methods of computer aided design. In particular, the Celect filter was inserted into a 23 mm inner diameter glass test tube and high resolution digital photographs were taken using a Dimage Xt digital camera (Minolta, Osaka, Japan). Measurements of the filter were also obtained using a Cen-tech 6 inch digital caliper (Harbor Freight Tools, Camarillo, CA). The photographs and measurement data were then imported into the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) (available at http://www.gimp.org) where spatial geometry of the filter was
extracted on the basis of pixel color and location. The geometric specifications were imported into the Overture software framework (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, available for download at http://computation.llnl.gov/casc/Overture) (9,10), where computer models were constructed for each filter. For ease in modeling, the extraluminal barbs were excluded from the model because the presence does not alter the characteristics of flow intraluminally.

Clot Models:
As previously described by Singer et al.(6), spherical thrombi were modeled as rigid spheres. The volumes were 0.5 and 1.0 –mL, which is consistent with the visual scale described by Wang et al. and similar to the volumes used in previous studies using the TrapEase filter (11).

Simulations:
As previously described by Singer at al.(6), flow was modeled as an incompressible, Newtonian fluid whose motion is described mathematically by the Navier-Stokes equation (12). The Navier-Stokes equations were solved by using the incompressible flow solver within the Overture software framework, and postprocessing was performed using tools provided by Overtur, custom scripts written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts), and the GIMP.

Simulations were performed with unoccluded and partially occluded TrapEase and Gunther Celect filters. Thrombi were positioned in the upstream and downstream trapping positions of the TrapEase filter and in the single, downstream position of the Gunther Celect filter. Both filters were placed in the geometric center of the simulated cylindrical IVC and were placed in varying locations in the cranial-caudal plane of the IVC to simulate infrarenal vein placement (Fig. 1, positions A and B), juxtarenal vein placement (positions C, D, and E), as well as suprarenal vein placement (position F).

The mean inlet velocity of the infrarenal vein IVC was 3.44 cm/sec, which corresponds to a flow rate of 0.86 L/min in the 23 mm diameter IVC and a Reynold's number (Re) of 320 (Re= ρUD/µ where ρ is the density of blood (1,040 kg/m3), U is the mean inlet velocity, D is the diameter of the vena cava [23 mm], and µ is the viscosity of blood [2.57 e-3kg/msec]). Though a Re of 600 has been used in previous studies (4, 6, 7, 13), the corresponding flow rate (e.g., 2 L/min in a 2 cm vena cava [4]) is more indicative of higher flow velocity typically seen in the suprarenal IVC. The peak renal vein flow velocities were 40.2 cm/sec and 43.5 cm/sec for the right and left veins, respectively.
These velocities are consistent with previous reports of doppler renal vein velocities in normal adults (14). Inflow to the IVC and renal veins was specified by parabolic velocity profiles.

RESULTS

As in Singer et al. (6), the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations were solved for the velocity and the pressure. In the contour plots of the axial velocity, all velocities were normalized by the corresponding value for fully developed pipe flow. Because the speed of renal inflow is significantly greater than IVC flow (as noted above), the color scales show the greatest variation of flow speeds near the renal veins: flow upstream of the renal veins is relatively uniform. The wall shear stresses were normalized by the corresponding value for pipe flow, and the breaks in the line plots denote the locations of renal inflow, where no wall is present. In all figures, IVC flow is bottom to top, and renal vein flow is towards the cava.

Unoccluded filters

For the unoccluded TrapEase and Celect filters (Fig. 2), there is minimal disruption to the flow upstream of the renal veins. That is, using the velocity scales that capture the dynamics of the renal inflow, both filters demonstrate only small deviation from pipe flow. Near the sites of renal inflow, the renal veins act as jets that introduce high speed flow into the cava, and the flow downstream of the renal veins is disrupted. Immediately downstream of both renal veins, regions of low velocity and recirculating flow are observed near the wall of the cava, which is due to the large velocity difference between IVC flow and renal flow (arrows, Fig. 2). The filters disrupt the renal inflow in close proximity to the renal veins; the flow must change direction (thereby increasing the transverse components of velocity) in order to by-pass the filter and flow downstream. When the filter is proximal to or downstream of the renal veins, flow inside the filter is disrupted significantly.

The wall shear stress profiles for both unoccluded filters exhibit regions of low WSS immediately downstream of the renal inflow (dotted lines in Fig. 5, 9, 10). As noted above, these areas correspond to regions of low velocity flow that is pushed aside by high velocity flow coming from the renal veins. Consequently, the recirculating flow gives rise to negative velocity gradients, which produce large, negative wall shear stresses. Upstream of the renal inflow, the wall shear stresses are nearly uniform, and the
normalized values are close to unity thereby indicating minor deviations from pipe flow.

Partially occluded filters

Partial occlusion of the TrapEase and Celect filters disrupts flow downstream of the thrombus. When trapped thrombus is proximal to the renal veins, however, incoming renal flow is redirected by the thrombus and forced downstream along the cava wall. Consequently, flow along the cava wall (immediately downstream of renal inflow) is accelerated, and the volume of stagnant/recirculating flow, in comparison to the unoccluded configuration, is reduced. In addition, the incoming renal vein flow may be directed at the downstream trapped thrombus when the filter cones are positioned closer to the renal veins.

As previously described by Singer et al. (6), partially occlusive thrombus in the upstream trapping position of the TrapEase results in a region of low-speed, intrafilter flow (Figs. 6-8) that is accompanied by low shear stresses along the ipsilateral cava wall (Fig. 10). This region of stagnant/recirculating flow can be larger when the TrapEase is placed in a suprarenal location, as the stagnant region along the cava wall due to the non-occlusive thrombus overlaps with a naturally occurring region of stagnant/recirculating flow just downstream to the renal vein inflow bilaterally (Fig. 10).

Wall shear stress profiles for the two filters are qualitatively similar (Figs. 5, 9, and 10). In particular, for the filters upstream or inferior to the renal veins, the peak wall shear stress occurs near the narrow passage between the cava wall and the trapped thrombus; the minimum wall shear stress is near the stagnant/recirculating zone immediately downstream of renal inflow. When the filters are in a suprarenal vein location, the locations of maximum and minimum wall stress remain unchanged (near the thrombus and downstream of renal inflow, respectively), but the trapped thrombus is downstream of renal inflow, which leads to a comparatively large peak in the wall shear stress due to the high speed flow past the thrombus.

DISCUSSION

Our computational flow study indicates that renal vein inflow has significant hemodynamic effects on blood flow near IVC filters. Based on prior MRI and ultrasound studies that included groups of control patients (14-16), there is some variability in peak
renal venous velocities. The renal inflow velocities used here fall well-within the parameters from prior physiological studies. The renal venous flow in the model dominates the overall flow pattern in the IVC downstream from the renal inflow. This dominant flow is perhaps best demonstrated by a naturally occurring region of stagnant/recirculating flow, which is superior to the confluence of each renal vein (arrows, Figs. 2, and 8).

Singer et al. previously demonstrated intrafilter regions of low shear stress and stagnant/recirculating flow along the cava wall, immediately downstream of the upstream trapping position of the TrapEase (6). Regions of low shear stress and stagnant/recirculating flow can be thrombogenic due to the accumulation of thrombin and fibrin (17). Recent clinical studies suggest a higher incidence of intrafilter thrombus and caval thrombosis with the near structurally identical OptEase filter as described by Singer et al. (6) The upstream trapping position is particularly concerning with the TrapEase filter in a suprarenal position since the region of stagnant/recirculating flow just downstream of trapped thrombus in the upstream trapping position can overlap with the naturally occurring region of stagnant/recirculating flow just superior to renal vein confluence bilaterally (Figs. 8 and 10). If the two regions overlap, the portion of vessel occupied by stagnant flow is larger and may increase the risk for thrombosis along the caval wall.

This study presents results from the first published computational flow model of the Gunther Celect filter. In its optimal position, which is centered in the IVC, the Celect filter demonstrates minimal flow disturbance in the unoccluded state. Since the Celect has only one trapping position, the resulting flow dynamics are similar to the downstream trapping position of the TrapEase filter. Both partially occluded filters demonstrated similar regions of low shear stress and stagnant flow downstream from the simulated thrombi. High shear stress is seen along the caval wall downstream from the thrombus in the infrarenal filter positions. As both filters are moved more superiorly, with the downstream capture cone just below or near the level of the renal vein inflow (positions B and C), the volume of stagnant/recirculating flow downstream from the filter decreases. In addition, very high velocities and shear stresses are seen along the downstream filter cone. These conditions may reduce the risk of primary hemostasis by stimulating the secretion of tissue plasminogen activator and therefore reduce the risk of secondary hemostasis by clearing fibrin and thrombin and increasing mechanical lysis of thrombi (18). Thus, placement of these two IVC filters in a near juxtarenal location (positions B and C) may decrease the risk of thrombus propagation within the filter cone as
significantly higher shear stresses and velocities from renal vein inflow serve to reduce stagnant flow and may improve mechanical lysis of trapped thrombi.

Positioning the filters in a true juxtarenal position (position D) results in similar regions of high shear stress and velocities in the central, downstream trapping positions of both filters. Though this may also serve to mechanically lyse smaller thrombi trapped in the filter, positioning the filter at this level must be weighed against the risk of caval occlusion (possibly from large, unstable lower extremity deep venous thrombus) and potential subsequent bilateral renal vein occlusion. In addition, the legs and centering struts of the Celect may become engaged in the renal veins.

Suprarenal placement of the filters demonstrates the dominant flow of the renal veins relative to flow through the IVC. High shear stresses and velocities are seen along the caval walls in the partially occluded TrapEase and Celect filters in the downstream positions. In the case of partially occluded filters, the significantly increased flow rates and shear stresses along the caval walls would suggest a decreased risk of secondary hemostasis due to mechanical lysis and clearing of fibrin and thrombin. A recent retrospective, single center review of suprarenal filters (n=70) by Kalva et al. had no patients present with caval thrombosis with mean follow up of 573 days; however, it is worth noting that in the 30 patients who had follow up abdominal CT scans, intrafilter thrombus was noted in 3 cases (10%), two TrapEase and one Gunther Tulip (Cook, Bloomington, IN) (2). Furthermore, the thrombus was “seen in the periphery of the TrapEase filter as a thin rim attached to the wall of the IVC. In the case of the Tulip filter, the thrombus was seen in the apex of the filter…” These clinical observations regarding the location of trapped thrombus correlate well with results from our flow models. Specifically, trapped thrombus in the upstream trapping position of the TrapEase filter may induce a larger region of stagnant flow along the ipsilateral cava wall due to a naturally occurring region of stagnant flow that is already present due to renal inflow. This could lead to intrafilter thrombus along the cava wall, which may be difficult to clear due to stagnant flow. This correlates with what was described clinically by Kalva, et al.

Our computer model is founded on simplifying but generally realistic assumptions. The walls of the vena cava and renal veins are modeled as smooth and rigid, though in vivo the vena cava and renal veins are dynamic and demonstrate variations in angle and radial diameter. Our steady-state flow velocities from the renal veins and IVC are based on clinical studies from MRI and ultrasound (14-15), but in vivo the inflow velocities are unsteady and change with exercise and physiological conditions. This
study is limited to spherical thrombi, but based on results from Singer et al., different shapes generally result in similar shear stresses and velocity profiles, especially when thrombi are trapped in the center of the IVC (6). Swaminathan also noted that spherical thrombi represent, in some sense, a statistical average of irregular shapes. (19) Renal vein diameters and angles are based on average values from patient CT scans, though significant variation is seen within the general population and renal venous anatomic variants are common (circumaortic left renal vein, retroaortic left renal vein, and duplicated IVCs) (20). Other sources of IVC inflow including lumbar veins and other venous tributaries are not included in our model. Finally, the Celect filter was modeled only in the center of the IVC, but the Celect is susceptible to tilting at the time of deployment (21).

Our computational flow model of the IVC and renal veins suggests that the ideal location for infrarenal IVC filter placement is immediately upstream of the juxtarenal position, with the downstream cone of the filter near the level of renal inflow (Position C). The dominating high velocity flow from the renal veins serves as a source of higher shear stresses and flow velocities that may decrease primary and secondary hemostasis, particularly in the case of nonocclusive thrombi trapped in the downstream filter cone. True juxtarenal positioning confers similar higher shear stresses but also increases the risk of renal vein thrombosis from filter occlusion. Suprarenal placement of IVC filters may confer a decreased risk of hemostasis due to much higher wall shear stress and flow velocities; however, in the event of a large occlusive thrombus, the risk of renal vein thrombosis must be considered. Suprarenal placement of the TrapEase filter carries the additional risk of inducing large, redundant areas of stagnant flow at the upstream trapping position that may be thrombogenic. Given the results of this computational flow model, future clinical studies of IVC filters that examine outcomes based on the relative position of filters with regard to renal veins are warranted.
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FIGURES:
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the IVC and renal vein three-dimensional model with filter positions labeled. Letters A-F correspond with position of the downstream cone of the Celect and TrapEase filters. Positions A and B are infrarenal, C is just below juxtarenal position with the cone near the level of the renal vein inflow, D and E are juxtarenal, and F is suprarenal in position.
Figure 2

Figure 2: Models of unoccluded TrapEase and Celect filters within the IVC and renal vein computational flow model. Filters are positioned at vena cava position C (see schematic diagram, Fig. 1) Note the regions (arrows) of naturally occurring stagnant flow along the bilateral cava walls just downstream of the renal venous inflow.

Figure 3

Figure 3: Celect filter flow modeling with trapped 1.0cc thrombus with normalized velocity color scale. The filters are positioned in vena cava stations A-C corresponding with filter cone locations from schematic diagram (Fig. 1).
Figure 4

Figure 4: Celect filter in vena cava positions corresponding with stations D-F from Fig. 1. Color scale corresponds with normalized velocities.
Figure 5: Normalized wall shear stress contours for the Celect filter in different IVC positions (A-F, see Fig. 1) with a 1 cc spherical thrombus in the central downstream trapping position. Dotted line indicates Celect filter at position C without thrombus. Both sides of the cava wall are evaluated. Flow is left to right. X-axis denotes distance (in mm) from the downstream tip of the filter. Relative flow symmetry is observed in the Celect filter with low wall shear stress downstream of the thrombus and relatively high shear stress with suprarenal placement (position F). Breaks in wall shear stress lines correspond with position of renal vein inflow where no wall is present.
Figure 6: TrapEase filter at infrarenal vena cava station A (refer to schematic Fig. 1) with 0.5 cc simulated thrombus in the upstream trapping position (A1) and 1.0 cc simulated thrombus in the downstream trapping position (A2). Color scale corresponds with normalized velocities.
Figure 7

Figure 7: TrapEase filter at vena cava position C (refer to schematic Fig. 1) with 0.5 cc simulated thrombus in the upstream trapping position (C1) and 1.0 cc simulated thrombus in the downstream trapping position (C2). Color scale corresponds with normalized velocities.
Figure 8: TrapEase filter at suprarenal vena cava position F (refer to schematic Fig. 1) with 0.5 cc simulated thrombus in the upstream trapping position (F1) and 1.0 cc simulated thrombus in the downstream trapping position (F2). Color scale corresponds with normalized velocities. Arrows denote the naturally occurring regions of recirculating and/or stagnant flow due to renal vein inflow.
Figure 9: Normalized wall shear stress contours for the TrapEase filter in different IVC positions (A-F, see Fig. 1) with a 1 cc spherical thrombus in the central downstream trapping position. Dotted line indicates TrapEase filter at position C without thrombus. Both sides of the cava wall are evaluated. Flow is left to right. X-axis denotes distance (in mm) from the downstream tip of the filter. Relative flow symmetry is observed in the TrapEase filter with low wall shear stress downstream of the thrombus and relatively high shear stress with suprarenal placement (position F). Breaks in wall shear stress lines correspond with position of renal vein inflow where no wall is present.
Figure 10

Figure 10: Normalized wall shear stress contours for the TrapEase filter in different IVC positions (A-F, see Fig. 1) with a 0.5 cc spherical thrombus in the right lateral upstream trapping position. Dotted line indicates TrapEase filter at position C without thrombus. Both sides of the cava wall are evaluated. Flow is left to right. X-axis denotes distance (in mm) from the downstream tip of the filter. Note that at position F (red line) there is a drop in the right wall shear stress at approximately 50 cm proximal to the downstream tip of the filter. This is due to the upstream, laterally trapped thrombus which briefly overlaps with a naturally occurring region of stagnant and/or recirculating flow (from 55 to 60 cm upstream from the tip) due to renal vein inflow. Breaks in wall shear stress lines correspond with position of renal vein inflow where no wall is present.